
Notice of Infringement

_______________________
_______________________

I, [name] ____________________________ of [address] _________________________ do
solemnly and sincerely declare as follows:
1.    I am the owner of certain intellectual property rights, said owner being named
__________________ ("IP Owner").

2. I have a good faith belief that the item listings or materials identified in the annexure               
attached hereto are not authorised by the above IP Owner, its agent, or the law and               

material or items claimed to be infringing.

3. I may be contacted at:

Name ___________________________________________________________

Title & Company ________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________

Email (correspondence)___________________________________________________

Telephone  / Fax _____________________________________________________________

Date __________________________________________________________________

and I make this declaration conscientiously believing it to be true and correct Declared by
[_______]
______________________________ on [date] ___________________________________ in
[place]________

Truthfully,

Signature

Addendum to Notice of Claimed Infringement List of Allegedly Infringing Listings,
Items, or Materials

A Note on Reason Codes: When identifying item numbers please use the reasons below.             

TRYBHI INDIA Private Limited

therefore infringe the IP Owner's rights. Please expeditiously remove or disable access to the

When removing items from the site, TRYBHI will inform sellers of the specific reason for the

Type your text



removal of their items.

Select the most appropriate reason. Please associate each item you report with only one             
reason code.

Trademark –infringement
1.            Trademark owner doesn’t make this type of product or has discontinued the
production of the product;
2.            Item(s) is an unlawful replica of a product made by the trademark owner or is
counterfeit;

Trademark – listing description infringement
3.            Listing(s) has unlawful comparison to trademark owner’s brand or product
4.            Listing(s) contains unlawful use of trademark owner’s logo
Copyright – item infringement
5.            Software is being offered without any license or in violation of a license;
6.            Item(s) is a bootleg recording;
7.            Item(s) is an unlawful copy (software, games, movies, etc.);
8.            Item(s) is unlawful duplication of printed material
9.            Item(s) is an unlawful copy of other copyrighted work (paintings, sculptures, etc.)
Copyright – listing content infringement

10.         Listing(s) comprises unauthorized copy of copyrighted text
11.         Listing(s) comprises unauthorized copy of copyrighted image
12.         Listing(s) comprises unauthorized copy of copyrighted image and text

Reason Code: _____________________________________________________________

Work(s) infringed:___________________________________________________________

Item Number(s): ___________________________________________________________

Note:
1. Please provide the ownership of Trademark (Trademark Registration Certificate

should be in the name of applicant)
2. Please provide the evidence as to the ownership of copyright




